Moving your data entry, sharing, and analysis works to the highest possible level.

Shifting to a data structure that is expert, one that doesn’t tax your police resources, and has hundreds of offenders
processed not just incidents, real, actual offenders, is the vast difference between other options and Gripsystems.
If you think back in 2014 how many offenders were processed in your City? What’s the expected percent drop in offences?
A database doesnt catch offenders nor do the current systems below help very much in making your situation any better or
your Police’s job much easier.

“ I JUSTMAKE APP’S “
(Never seen graffiti)

“I THINK IT SAYS “SOCK”

“I JUST WANT TO BE PAID”

(Can’t read graffiti)

(Has no interest in it stopping)

(One very under resourced officer in need of solid, dependable City support 24 /7)

A better solution for 2015 – What our team can offer.
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Readers and analysts with decades of experience across 3 countries.Court expert witnesses.
Hundreds of offenders processed and halted in their upward damage trajectories.
Tens of thousands of individual incidents cleared through successful prosecutions.
Hundreds of thousands of individually analysed incidents in the Gripsystem database.
Ability to turn around deep searches in minutes on a 24/7 basis for your law enforcement.
Ability to deliver evidence reports for brief preparation same day.
Links and ties interagency for cross boundary offender prosecutions. Rail, road, and other cities.
Extensive Social media exploration experience.
Analysyts who work in the field every day auditing, deploying equipment, removing and liasing with victim groups and
various Police from all levels.
Staff who embed themselves into the clients city to fully understand it and in turn help in dealing with the issues.
Staff who appreciate Police time and resources are a precious commodity and that the onus shouldn’t be on Police to
read, link or act between agencies when offenders are apprehended.

Staff who can practicaly hand deliver your worst offenders to the Police station door steps through our equipment,
experience, design and knowledge within weeks of inception.....

How do we switch across to GRIP if we already have a system in place.
One of the biggest stumbling blocks for a City to get really moving toward reduction and a new regime of really breaking
ground is by firstly letting go of a pre existing set up regarding photo collection or data entry.
In some cases what is quite shocking is that removal contractors ingrain in the clients mind that their way is the only way
and the City is really quite mentaly tied up with a system that seems ok, but is really quite basic and when tested, slow or
poor in creating what Police want or need.
If you have read through our pages and are ready to make the move or have your contractor or in house team use our
app’s live each day, its an easy transition.
Contractors can insist they need to continue to use their own data collection methods which is fine for their own needs
but remember this is the commencement of a system that gives your new analysts, your Police everything required to get
the job done and get things reducing, both short and long term.

If you look at our offer pages and pricing you will note that we offer the first 1000 entries fully analysed at no cost. This
also includes transitions from old databases so nothing of imprtance is lost.
If your contractor wants to make it incredibly difficult to migrate to GRIP they can offer nothing we can use to make life
harder.
In that case if you book an audit we will be gathering the next 3000-5000 incidents and growing the data rapidly from that
point. Your offenders will still be caught so its a matter of simply making the step in the right direction.
For those cities who feel contractually bound to only use their contractors database.
This situation is highly recognised as being one of the biggest brick walls between staying on the same track your on and
breaking new ground. If your made to feel bound and cant shift, the contractor wins and your stuck and bound by that
situation.
Its the difference between shutting your graffiti network down or keeping your removal contractor happy.??

When ready we will look at the data you have, see whats possible and look to help the migration and transition process.

